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Abstract: The software package HEC-RAS (Hydrologic Engineering Center’s River Analysis1

System) is widely used by the water engineering community to analyze hydraulic systems and2

perform development planning. Furthermore, it integrates a control module that allows imple-3

menting basic controllers. For more complex approaches, developers from the automatic control4

and artificial intelligence (AI) communities usually design, implement, and test new algorithms5

using dedicated software such as MATLAB. However, models of hydraulic systems employed6

in MATLAB are often very simple. The main objective of the paper is to design a simulation7

architecture by coupling HEC-RAS with MATLAB, thus improving the accuracy of the dynamics8

of the hydraulic systems considered in the control simulations. The main feature of the MAT-9

LAB HEC-RAS interface design is that it allows one to execute customized code at regular time10

intervals during the simulation. In this way, closed-loop control and optimization algorithms11

can be implemented and tested. Moreover, the generic interface allows for any configuration of12

hydrographical systems. The proposed interface is presented in this paper, and the performance13

of the approach is demonstrated considering two case studies of different nature.14

Keywords: HEC-RAS; MATLAB; water systems; simulation; model integration; control design;15

automation16

1. Introduction17

Hydrographical networks are large-scale systems and consist of natural rivers and18

artificial canals. Their management, which aims to meet human needs, e.g., avoid natural19

disasters such as floods, can be divided into two categories: structural and non-structural.20

On the one hand, structural management aims at defining the infrastructure facilities that21

allow to fulfill the defined objectives. It is of long-term nature, requires the definition22

and execution of development planning, and responds to environmental guidelines23

elaborated with all stakeholders in mind. Managers are usually assisted by engineers and24

advisors that employ hydraulic software tools, e.g., Hydra (http://hydra-software.net/),25

Mike11 (https://www.mikepoweredbydhi.com/products/mike-11), SWMM (https:26

//www.epa.gov/water-research/storm-water-management-model-swmm) and HEC-27

RAS (https://www.hec.usace.army.mil/software/hec-ras/). These software packages28

allow one to carry out 2D/3D modeling of rivers and canals as well as hydraulic devices29

and infrastructures, and are used to simulate scenarios and design equipment. On the30

other hand, the main purpose of non-structural management is that of guaranteeing an31

efficient management of these systems without modifying the existing structure and32

equipment. In this case, adaptive and predictive management strategies are required,33

and they can benefit from forecasts of meteorological events and human activities.34

A literature survey reveals that the design of advanced control strategies for water35

systems has been and still is an active research topic, as attested by the large number36
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of scientific publications in the last years [1–12]. However, these approaches do not37

seem to have found much success in practice yet. Indeed, system managers often opt to38

implement manual control strategies, in which human operators adjust the actuators,39

e.g., gate openings, according to their own judgment. Naturally, this course of action40

often results in far-from-optimal system performances [13]. Another approach consists41

in governing the systems using expert rules, i.e., a set of simple logic rules based on42

historical management guidelines and the expertise of operators [14–17].43

Although the approaches used by both groups are rather different in nature,44

the main objectives are aligned. Indeed, the conception of a management strategy45

that ensures the optimization of water resources is of the utmost importance, especially46

in the current climate change context. Therefore, it seems logical to focus on the de-47

velopment of a methodology that is suitable for the needs of both communities and48

which can facilitate their interaction. In this regard, it might be of interest to develop an49

interface that allows combining two software tools of different nature. On the one hand,50

numerical computing environments with the capability to design advanced control51

strategies, e.g., MATLAB, and on the other hand, dedicated hydraulic software packages52

that can provide accurate representations of the dynamics of hydrographical networks,53

e.g., HEC-RAS.54

Research on the potential benefits of an interface between MATLAB and HEC-55

RAS has not attracted a lot of attention except for [18]. The authors provide HEC-56

RAS specifications together with several useful scripts for basic operations, which57

are illustrated using a complete example. Their interface allows MATLAB to control58

HEC-RAS by considering unique sequences, i.e., hydrographs over long periods of time.59

Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations can be performed using HEC-RAS and MATLAB [19,60

20]. However, control algorithms that require a feedback loop cannot be implemented61

using their approach, as there exists no interface that enables it.62

Building on the existing results, this work tackles the design of a MATLAB HEC-63

RAS interface that provides both researchers and practitioners with a tool to test MAT-64

LAB control algorithms using the capabilities that HEC-RAS offers in terms of model65

accuracy. The developed interface is a ready-to-use solution that only requires using the66

MATLAB command window and editing some m-files to automate HEC-RAS compu-67

tations. Moreover, it deals with any HEC-RAS project-related task, including writing,68

reading, and extracting results, thus allowing the user to focus on the control algorithm69

and the results. Indeed, a successful initialization of the interface, which can be achieved70

by simply supplying a stable HEC-RAS project to the interface, guarantees that the71

user will never need to use the HEC-RAS GUI (Graphical User Interface). Further-72

more, the proposed solution allows to perform closed-loop simulations, thus extending73

the results reported in [18]. Last but not least, the development of such interface al-74

lows the automatic control and artificial intelligence (AI) communities to benefit from75

the expertise of the hydraulic and environmental engineering communities. Indeed,76

the knowledge about detailed hydraulic and environmental phenomena from the former77

is rather limited compared to that of the latter. This tool should also be interesting to hy-78

draulic and environmental researchers, allowing them to develop more faithful models79

from which automatic control and AI researchers would definitely benefit, and would80

allow them to design innovative approaches.81

Note that the main contribution with regard to the state-of-the-art is the set of codes82

employed by the interface to allow for the exchange of information between MATLAB83

and HEC-RAS. As stated before, these are offered as a ready-to-use solution and are84

accompanied by exhaustive supporting documentation that provide insight on the poten-85

tial of the solution. Information on how to access codes and documentation is provided86

in the Data Availability Statement located at the end of the paper. Furthermore, the present87

paper describes the main features of the interface and presents some examples.88

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents some89

updates on the HEC-RAS controller discussed in [18] and provides an overview on the90
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vast diversity of HEC-RAS versions. The MATLAB HEC-RAS interface is detailed in91

Section 3. Section 4 illustrates the approach by considering two case studies (a canal92

and a river) and three scenarios, which allows to demonstrate the effectiveness of the93

proposed approach.94

2. The HEC-RAS Controller95

2.1. Description96

The HEC-RAS software package is developed and maintained by the Hydrologic97

Engineering Center (HEC) of the US Army, and further support is provided by means of98

a documentation website [21] and a discussion forum (https://www.kleinschmidtgroup.99

com/the-ras-solution). An HEC-RAS Application Programming Interface (API) sim-100

plifies the one-dimensional (1D) water system project development task and has three101

classes: HEC-RAS geometry, HEC-RAS flow, and HEC-RAS controller.102

• HEC-RAS geometry allows creating models of hydrographical systems based on103

their geometrical features and other physical parameters, e.g., roughness coefficient.104

• HEC-RAS flow aims at reproducing the dynamics of water systems in steady and105

unsteady flows using specific information, e.g., boundary and initial conditions106

and hydrographs.107

• HEC-RAS controller allows to automate tasks such as running projects, data re-108

trieval, postprocessing output data, and, in a future release, computational tools109

such as Monte Carlo Simulations.110

However, there exists no official supporting documentation for the HEC-RAS con-111

troller, being [22] the most complete document regarding such class. The proposed112

procedure consists in coding the HEC-RAS controller using VBA (Visual Basic for Appli-113

cations) and automating HEC-RAS using Excel. HEC-RAS provides objects, e.g, classes,114

functions, and methods, that can be used by many object-oriented programming lan-115

guages, enabling their interfacing. This allows the developer to govern HEC-RAS from116

an external source, using the programming language of choice.117

Although these functions work well and are reliable, the possibilities offered by118

this approach may be somewhat limited. For instance, there is no available method to119

edit boundary conditions directly from the code when this object is used in MATLAB.120

However, the structure of the HEC-RAS files allows to overcome this issue. Even though121

the HEC-RAS controller deals mainly with binary files, HEC-RAS projects can always be122

edited using plain text files. Indeed, text files are easier to manage and deal with than123

binary files. Moreover, the parameters that the user might be interested in modifying are124

usually stored in plain text files. Consequently, reading and editing HEC-RAS projects125

from MATLAB can be performed in a straightforward manner.126

Table 1 presents a list of important HEC-RAS files, where X can be any digit.127

The reader is referred to the HEC-RAS file types post [23] and the HEC-RAS documenta-128

tion [21] for a detailed description of the structure of HEC-RAS files.129

Table 1. List of important HEC-RAS files.

File Extension File Type Description

.pXX Plain text Plan

.uXX Plain text Unsteady flow, boundary and initial conditions

.dss Binary Temporarily stores HEC-RAS computation results,
can be read using HEC-RAS controller

.rst Binary Restart file, contains information to be used at the
start of the next HEC-RAS step

2.2. HEC-RAS API Stability130

The HEC-RAS controller, as part of the HEC-RAS API, is subject to changes with131

every release of a new HEC-RAS version. Moreover, new MATLAB releases come132

https://www.kleinschmidtgroup.com/the-ras-solution
https://www.kleinschmidtgroup.com/the-ras-solution
https://www.kleinschmidtgroup.com/the-ras-solution
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out periodically, a fact that causes some functions in [22] not to be available in certain133

MATLAB releases. This issue might lead to errors during the interfacing of HEC-RAS134

and MATLAB. If such an error arises, the MATLAB function methodsview yields a135

list of HEC-RAS controller methods supported by MATLAB, which can be used to136

check whether a certain MATLAB version is compatible with an HEC-RAS controller137

version. The same function displays information about variables that need to be adapted138

in MATLAB.139

As a side note, the code given in [18] to control HEC-RAS with MATLAB R2015b [24]140

has an upward compatibility with more recent MATLAB releases. In fact, the interface141

was tested with MATLAB R2020a [25]. The reason why this script supports a change of142

MATLAB version is that no advanced MATLAB functions are used. Indeed, the script143

mainly performs file reading and writing operations as well as some basic mathematical144

functions. However, this may not be true for parallel computing.145

3. Proposed MATLAB HEC-RAS Interface146

3.1. Interface Design147

The main goal of the proposed interface is to allow the performance of step-by-step148

simulations. Indeed, while HEC-RAS offers an accurate simulation of the dynamics of149

water systems, MATLAB enables implementing advanced control algorithms. Thus,150

the performance of closed-loop control algorithms can be tested on a simulator while151

considering the real dynamics. It is therefore necessary that HEC-RAS sends the values152

of certain variables, e.g., water levels, at regular intervals to MATLAB. Then, based on153

this information, the control algorithm can determine the suitable actions to be applied154

next by the available hydraulic devices, e.g., gates and pumps, in HEC-RAS, taking into155

account the control frequency. Both software tools must run in parallel, exchanging156

information at fixed time intervals.157

The design of the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface is directly inspired from the work158

in [26]. A MATLAB transcription of the offtake flow example in [22] is then performed.159

In doing so, a modified version of the offtake flow example is supported by the MATLAB160

interface. Note that the HEC-RAS objects that already integrate automation capabilities,161

e.g., navigation dams, are not supported yet by the interface.162

3.2. Overall Functioning163

The MATLAB HEC-RAS interface performs a step-by-step simulation, dividing a164

long simulation into a set of smaller ones, which will be computed one at a time, one165

after the other. Figure 1 presents a simplified diagram of the interface operation. Note166

that a model of the water system is required by the HEC-RAS geometry and flow classes,167

which are encapsulated in the HEC-RAS process block. The directory tree of files that168

constitute the model is called the HEC-RAS project.169

The file settings.ini defines the HEC-RAS and MATLAB project path; the start170

and end time of the simulation; the points of interest in the water systems, e.g., location171

of sensors and actuators; and the type of data which will be saved in the results array,172

e.g., flow and level.173

When the interface is launched, the master function master.m instantiates several174

variables. A part of this function, which is dedicated to the preparation of the first175

computation step in HEC-RAS, is presented in Listing 1. Note that the management176

policy for the rest of iterations is not included. The HEC-RAS controller manages the177

ON/OFF switch for the HEC-RAS process. Moreover, the latter requires information178

contained in the HEC-RAS text files. Text file functions in MATLAB are dedicated to edit179

and set HEC-RAS text files, guaranteeing the conditions for the first simulation step.180
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Legend
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out)
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HEC-RAS 
controller

User custom code

Figure 1. Diagram of the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface operation.

1 for iteration_nb =1: nb_of_iterations

2 if iteration_nb ==1 % RAS initialization (no

restart)

3 % Launch custom input scripts before

RAS initialization

4 input_init(files , sett.XSlist)

5 % Do not use restart file for the first

step

6 update_param_first (files.flow , '

Use Restart ', 'Use Restart =0')

7 [line_nb ,found] = find_str_after(

files.flow , 0, 'Restart Filename ');

8 if found

9 param_delete (files.flow ,

line_nb)

10 end

11 % Set simulation date for the first

step

12 Temp2 = First.increment(time_step);

13 temp = ['Simulation Date=',First.

HRset ,',', Temp2.HRset]; % One RASnewline is

already in update param function

14 update_param_first (files.plan ,'

Simulation Date', temp)

15 % Write restart file at the end of the

simulation

16 update_param_first (files.plan , '

Write IC File at Sim End', 'Write IC File at

Sim End=-1')

17 else % Different management for the rest of

iterations (not presented)

18 end

Listing 1: Code snippet of master.m.

181

After the initialization, the simulation starts with the first computation. The HEC-182

RAS controller informs the interface once the computation has been performed. The re-183

sults can be requested from the HEC-RAS controller and exported into a MATLAB cell184

array. Prior to the execution of the second step, the interface edits the HEC-RAS text185

files to shift the simulation date forward in time, and eventually apply a control action,186

if required by the user custom code. Consider again Figure 1, which features two of187

the four scripts that can contain user custom code. The script input_before_step is188
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called before each simulation step, and can be used to modify gate openings according to189

the water stage elevation (WSE) value provided by the script output_after_step (not190

included in Figure 1). Then, a change can be made to the current gate opening by editing191

the corresponding value in the HEC-RAS files, which will be taken into account at the192

next step. The simulation is resumed after the modifications have been completed. This193

iterative process continues until the end date specified by the user (in hours, minutes,194

and seconds) in settings.ini. Note that the sampling time is also selected by the user.195

Thus, each simulation step starts with the results of the previous step as the initial196

condition. To illustrate this simulation process, an example is depicted in Figure 2, where197

a master script is executed during the entire simulation. The HEC-RAS process is paused198

at the end of each step and restarted at the beginning of the next. The user custom199

scripts are called regularly, with the exception of input_init and output_after_all,200

which are called only once. More precisely, input_init is called after the first start201

of an HEC-RAS process and before any HEC-RAS computation. Its purpose is that202

of specifying the boundary and initial conditions, or to reset any hydrograph. On the203

other hand, output_after_all is called once the simulation has been completed, and is204

employed to analyze the simulation results. Furthermore, the files input_before_step205

and output_after_step are run throughout the simulation, between two consecutive206

simulation steps. They are used to save the results obtained in the current step and207

update the initial conditions for the next step. Note that this philosophy is particularly208

well suited for control algorithms that are implemented in MATLAB.209

Input_before_step

Figure 2. Illustration of the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface operation allowing step-by-step simula-
tions.

Technical information about user custom scripts and description of supported210

parameters are available in the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface documentation [27].211

3.3. Some Specifications of the Proposed Approach212

The interface consists in several MATLAB functions that are sorted by type in213

a directory tree, presented in Figure 3. Relevant documentation is provided so that214

each function can be understood and called directly without using the master script.215

Moreover, Table 2 provides a short description of each important folder in the directory216

tree. Note that the MATLAB scripts in the parent folder have already been presented in217

the previous section, with the exception of installer.m in the installation folder. This218

script is designed to allow for the installation of multiple interface versions and verify219

that every required file is present.220
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Parent folderVersion folder

Figure 3. Screenshots of the directory tree of the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface code.

Table 2. List of important folders.

Name Description

Classes Classes for object-oriented programming, used as enhanced struc-
tures. Variables of these classes store information in a format
compatible with HEC-RAS (e.g., XS) or information given by the
user (e.g., Settings_)

RAS
reading

Low-level functions, which look for parameters in a given HEC-
RAS form and return position line number(s)

RAS
writing

Low-level functions that replace a given line in an HEC-RAS file
with a given string

Shortcut Simple functions (unrelated to HEC-RAS) to help developers
save time

User in-
terface

High-level functions that use RAS reading and writing in a spe-
cial context to make the interface smarter and help developers
save time

Utility Low-level functions used to avoid code repetition for
specific tasks

However, to avoid further coding work from the user, the interface has been coded221

to be used directly. Indeed, it is only necessary to specify the HEC-RAS data that are222

required by the control algorithms, as well as the control setpoints that must be sent223

to the hydraulic devices in HEC-RAS. Therefore, it is recommended to use the master224

script as a pattern, to identify which functions must be called, and the execution order.225

The reader is referred to the interface documentation [27] for detailed information on226

possible workarounds using the interface. Moreover, further insight on how to edit the227

interface is also provided.228

4. Case Study229

The MATLAB HEC-RAS interface is tested first on an academical example, a rectan-230

gular canal, and then on a model of Beaver Creek to set up a control rule in the spirit231

of the work in [22]. The first goal is to show that the automated start and stop simula-232

tions performed thanks to the designed interface lead to the same results as a manual233

simulation without restart. The second objective is that of defining closed-loop control234
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rules for gates using the automated start and stop simulation to validate the approach.235

Moreover, the one-step simulations are performed by assuming that all hydrographs236

and control operations of gates are known beforehand for the whole simulation. Fur-237

thermore, note that no sudden modification of the input/output flows occurs during the238

one-step simulations. Likewise, the gate opening values do not change abruptly between239

two consecutive sampling instants. Indeed, HEC-RAS performs linear interpolation240

between the two values. Consequently, the resulting control strategies are faithful to241

reality, and are implemented in the custom user scripts.242

4.1. First Case Study: The Rectangular Canal243

The considered canal is 20, 000 m long, with a width of 20 m and a normal depth of244

9 m, while Manning’s roughness coefficient is equal to 0.04 for the whole canal. A cross245

section XS is considered every 10 m, except for the last one, and the geometry of all cross246

sections are exactly the same. This information is summarized in Figure 4. There is one247

measurement station located at XS 700. Moreover, it is possible to simulate an offtake248

flow at XS 500. The input flow of the canal is controlled upstream, at XS 1000.249

XS 1000
Boundary condition
Flow hydrograph

XS 700
Measure station

XS 500
Offtake flows
Lateral inflow
hydrograph

XS 0
Boundary condition
Stage hydrograph

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the geometry of a simple rectangular canal.

The evolution of the system is simulated for ten hours, with a control sampling250

time of one hour. The rationale behind this choice is motivated by the fact that the251

available data were sampled every thirty minutes, with some missing data. Therefore,252

re-sampling these data every hour allows to bypass this issue and fill in the missing data253

with average values. Nevertheless, the interface allows to consider the desired sampling254

time. Moreover, and while MATLAB scripts are executed every hour, the computation255

interval in HEC-RAS is equal to ten minutes. This means that the HEC-RAS process is256

executed six times per one MATLAB execution.257

The initial condition considered downstream, i.e., XS 0, is given in Table 3 as a stage258

hydrograph. The simulated upstream hydrographs, i.e., XS 1000, are defined according259

to two scenarios. The first one, labeled as scenario1, is defined based on the pattern given260

in Table 3. At the initial time, the upstream flow is equal to zero during ten minutes,261

then it is equal to 10 m3/s for the next ten minutes, and so on. The second scenario,262

labeled as scenario2, corresponds to a constant upstream inflow of 25 m3/s, which can263

only cause the water level to increase. To mitigate this, the offtake flow located at XS 500264

is controlled to withdraw water from the canal, thus avoiding overflow. The control rule265

described by Algorithm 1 consists in withdrawing water from the canal when the WSE266

at XS 700 exceeds 9.3 m. Note that a negative flow implies that HEC-RAS diminishes the267

canal flow, following the sign convention in [22].268
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Table 3. Boundary conditions of the rectangular canal.

Scenarios Rule State Name XS Pattern Values

1 No rule Flow hydrograph 1000 {0, 10, 20, 30, 20, 10} m3/s
2 With rule Flow hydrograph 1000 Constant, 25 m3/s

Both - Stage hydrograph 0 9 m

Algorithm 1 Control rule for the rectangular canal

if WSE at XS 700 is higher than 9.3 then
set next value of lateral inflow hydrograph at XS 500 equal to -100 m3/s

else
set next value of lateral inflow hydrograph at XS 500 equal to 0

end if

In this first case study, and for both scenarios, the user must define the settings.ini
file as indicated in Listing 2. Note that the starred values for XS 2, XS 3, and XS 4 denote
interpolated cross sections.

1 StartTime = 22-Jan -2020 00:00

2 EndTime = 22-Jan -2020 10:00

3 TimeStep = 00:01:00:00

4

5 XS1 = CANAL ,CANAL ,1000

6 XS2 = CANAL ,CANAL ,700.00*

7 XS3 = CANAL ,CANAL ,500.00*

8 XS4 = CANAL ,CANAL ,300.00*

9 XS5 = CANAL ,CANAL ,0

10

11 ProjectPath = F:\ CanalModif2\

12 ProjectName = CANAL

Listing 2: Definition of settings.ini for the rectangular
canal.

Figure 5 shows the water level at XS 700 for scenario1. The level increases and
decreases according to the predefined upstream flow. The HEC-RAS results with auto-
mated start and stop simulations are depicted in dashed red, while the results without
restart correspond to the continuous blue line. Note that the results obtained are identical
for both methods, confirming that the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface approach performs
as desired.

Regarding the second scenario, i.e., scenario2, the gate control rule is implemented
in input_before_step.m as shown in Listing 3. This script is executed every hour,
in accordance with the defined sampling time. Note that the variable ws_elev is assigned
the current WSE (read from HEC-RAS), and xs{3} corresponds to an offtake flow, which
is applied at the next steps of HEC-RAS.

On the other hand, Listing 4 shows how to access the WSE information from
HEC-RAS using output_after_step.m.
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Figure 5. WSE at XS 700 for the rectangular canal—scenario1.

1 function input_before_step (iteration_nb , xs, files

)

2 global ws_elev

3 global data

4 if iteration_nb > 1

5 if ws_elev > 9.3

6 data(iteration_nb +1) = -100; % m^3/s

7 end

8 else

9 data = zeros (1 ,100);

10 end

11 input_list = {data , 'hydrograph ', '.u', '

Lateral Inflow Hydrograph ', xs {3}};

Listing 3: Definition of input_before_step.m for the
rectangular canal.

1 function output_after_step (results , xs, rp)

2 global ws_elev

3 ws_elev = results {2}. GetValue(xs{2}, rp, 'W.S.

Elev', 'last'); % read WSE at XS 700.00*

Listing 4: Definition of output_after_step.m the for
rectangular canal.

Figure 6a depicts the level at XS 700 for scenario2, when the control rule is imple-
mented. This rule requires to withdraw water from the canal whenever the level exceeds
a height of 9.3 m. The lateral inflow hydrograph applied by the control rule to the offtake
gate at XS 500 is presented in Figure 6b. Note again that both approaches yield the same
results. Thus, scenario2 demonstrates the effectiveness of the control approach defined in
MATLAB and its application in HEC-RAS thanks to the interface.
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Figure 6. Rectangular canal—scenario2. (a) WSE at XS 700. (b) Lateral inflow hydrograph applied
at XS 500.

The most interesting feature of the first case study is that it allows to demonstrate
the coordination possibilities between MATLAB and HEC-RAS. Moreover, advanced
control algorithms can be easily implemented instead of the simple control rules, which
only requires replacing the latter with the algorithm of choice. Indeed, this first case
study depicts the basic functioning of the interface. In contrast, the following case study
is closer to a real scenario.

4.2. Second Case Study: Beaver Creek

The Beaver Creek case study was proposed in [22] (p. 116), and is based on the
Bridge Hydraulics project, available for download on HEC-RAS website [21]. Further
information on how to set up and run this case study can be found on the MATLAB
HEC-RAS interface documentation ([27], Tutorial 1: simple automation example), which
provides a step-by-step explanation to build a simplified version of this project.

Figure 7 presents the Beaver Creek HEC-RAS model with the cross sections and
the locations of the measurement stations and the two gates, i.e., XS 5.61 and XS 5.44.
The offtake gate located at XS 5.61 is used to withdraw water from the canal. Conversely,
the inflow gate located at XS 5.44 is used to supply the canal with water. The initial
and boundary conditions are summarized in Table 4, and consist of a constant stage
downstream hydrograph at XS 5.0 and a modification over time of the upstream flow at
XS 5.99. Initially, the upstream flow is equal to zero, then it increases to 50 m3/s for the
next period, and so on. The sampling time for the HEC-RAS project and MATLAB are
equal to twelve hours and one day, respectively.

The user must define, in settings.ini, the control points XS1 and XS2 that corre-
spond to the cross sections XS 5.61 and XS 5.44, respectively. This is shown in Listing 5.

A new scenario is defined for the Beaver Creek case study, i.e., scenario3, which
modifies the upstream hydrograph and implements a control rule in MATLAB. The rule
controls the two gates based on conditions on the WSE value at XS 5.61. When this value
exceeds a height of 65 m, the offtake gate located also at XS 5.61 opens, withdrawing
100 m3/s. As soon as the WSE is lower than 65 m, this gate is closed. On the other
hand, when the WSE is lower than 64.5 m, the inflow gate opens to supply the canal
with 20 m3/s. These control rules are summarized in Algorithm 2. Moreover, the file
input_before_step.m is used to implement Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Control rule for the Beaver Creek case study

if WSE in XS 5.61 is higher than 65 m then
set next value of lateral inflow hydrograph at XS 5.61 equal to −100 m3/s and XS

5.44 to zero
else if WSE in XS 5.61 is lower than 64.5 m then

set next value of lateral inflow hydrograph in XS 5.44 equal to 20 m3/s and XS 5.61
to zero
else

set next value of lateral inflow hydrograph at both XS 5.61 and XS 5.44 equal to
zero
end if

Table 4. Boundary conditions for the Beaver Creek case study.

Name XS Pattern Values

Flow hydrograph 5.99 {0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 150, 100, 50} m3/s
Stage hydrograph 5.0 64.7 m

XS 5.99
Boundary condition
Flow hydrograph

XS 5.61
Offtake flows & measure station
Lateral inflow hydrograph

XS 5.0
Boundary condition
Stage hydrograph

XS 5.44
Inflow
Lateral inflow hydrograph

Figure 7. Geometry of the Beaver Creek case study.

1 StartTime = 03-Jan -2014 00:00:00

2 EndTime = 13-Jan -2014 00:00:00

3 TimeStep = 01:00:00:00

4

5 XS1 = Beaver Creek , Kentwood , 5.61

6 XS2 = Beaver Creek , Kentwood , 5.44

7

8 ProjectPath = F:\ Beaver new rule\

9 ProjectName = beaver

Listing 5: Definition of settings.ini for the Beaver Creek
case study.
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1 function input_before_step (iteration_nb , xs, files

)

2 global ws_elev

3 global data1 data2

4 if iteration_nb > 1

5 if ws_elev > 65

6 data1(iteration_nb +1) = -100; % m^3/s

7 db(data1)

8 elseif ws_elev < 64.5

9 data2(iteration_nb +1) = 20; % m^3/s

10 db(data2)

11 end

12 else

13 data1 = zeros (1 ,100);

14 data2 = zeros (1 ,100);

15 end

16 input_list = {data1 , 'hydrograph ', '.u', '

Lateral Inflow Hydrograph ', xs{1}; data2 , '

hydrograph ', '.u', 'Lateral Inflow Hydrograph ',

xs{2}};

Listing 6: Definition of input_before_step.m for the Beaver
Creek case study.

Then, the WSE values can be obtained from HEC-RAS by conveniently modifying
the output_after_step.m file.

1 function output_after_step (results , xs, rp)

2 global ws_elev

3 ws_elev = results {1}. GetValue (xs{1},rp, 'W.S.

Elev','last');

Listing 7: Definition of output_after_step.m for the
Beaver Creek case study.

Figure 8a shows the automated start and stop results in dashed red, and the re-
sults without restart using a continuous blue line. Moreover, Figure 8b,c depicts the
lateral inflow hydrographs applied at XS 5.61 (offtake gate) and XS 5.44 (inflow gate),
respectively.

Figure 8. Beaver Creek case study—scenario3. (a) WSE at XS 5.61. Lateral inflow hydrographs
applied at (b) XS 5.61 and (c) XS 5.44.
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scenario3 shows that the upstream flow modification and the control of the several
gates based on one or several measurements of WSE are enabled by the MATLAB HEC-
RAS interface. This approach can be easily extended to deal with advanced control
algorithms for more complex systems, benefiting from the multiple functionalities offered
by MATLAB and HEC-RAS.

5. Conclusions

The work performed in this paper aims at contributing to the issue of providing an
appropriate interface between HEC-RAS and MATLAB, bearing in mind the first steps
carried out in [18]. More precisely, a MATLAB HEC-RAS interface has been designed
to allow for closed-loop simulations of hydraulic systems that make use of advanced
control algorithms. The proposed solution is coded as a series of simple MATLAB
scripts. The main objective is that researchers in the Automatic Control and Artificial
Intelligence communities can focus on testing control approaches. At the same time,
it also aims at providing hydraulic researchers and engineers with a tool to include
MATLAB functionalities in their simulations. In particular, the proposed interface allows
one to read and write HEC-RAS files, perform fully automated step-by-step simulations,
extract and save HEC-RAS results using the HEC-RAS controller, and apply MATLAB
code to hydrographs or hydraulic devices.

To illustrate the performance of the interface, two case studies and three scenarios
have been considered. The comparison of the accuracy yielded by manual and automated
simulation approaches allows to validate the design and performance of the interface.
The considered examples are representative in that several different possibilities of
the MATLAB HEC-RAS interface are tested. Moreover, the proposed scripts can be
easily adapted to deal with any HEC-RAS project and MATLAB control algorithm.
Furthermore, documentation, tutorials, and a website have been created and made
accessible to all users.

One of the most sensitive issues linked with environmental systems is that of param-
eter uncertainty. A typical example of this is the roughness coefficient of the river bed.
Indeed, the exact value might be hard to define in certain scenarios, and tables of values
are used instead, resulting in small, unavoidable errors. However, such mismatch should
not result in a significant performance decrease. Moreover, the developed interface is
intended to bridge the gap between the hydraulic and environmental engineering and
the automatic control and AI communities, ideally leading to closer cooperation that
could mitigate this issue.

On the other hand, unmodeled phenomena represent another sensitive matter to
consider during the application of the integrated models with real data. Therefore,
and aside from improving the quality of the model used and performing statistical
filtering, the integration of other information sources (such as weather forecasts) can
definitely contribute to reducing uncertainty. However, an excess of detail might also
pose a challenge. Indeed, it needs to be ensured that the computational time does not
exceed the sampling time, thus allowing for real-time applicability. Then, the trade-off
between the level of modeling detail put in the, e.g., bathymetry and terrain, and the
required computational time needs to be considered.

Short-term perspectives regard the implementation and testing of model predic-
tive control (MPC) strategies such as those proposed in [28,29], but using an accurate
HEC-RAS model of a real canal in the north of France. Such models are based on
precise geographic information systems (GIS), whose data are provided by the Institut
Géographique National (IGN), a French organization that manages a highly accurate
geographical database of the French territory. In doing so, it will be possible to assess
the performance of the MPC with a more realistic model.
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